Century Furniture Launches
Thomas O’Brien Outdoor for Century Collection
High Point, NC (October 2017)—Century Furniture is excited to announce the launch of Thomas
O’Brien’s first ever outdoor collection, Thomas O’Brien for Century Outdoor. Influenced by his
extensive career furnishing homes around the world and his love for all things gardening, O’Brien
has designed this collection with the specific idea that while outdoor furniture these pieces would
be just as comfortable in interior spaces as they are outdoors.

“This collection was created with a feeling of both history and ease, and
a fine casual way of living outdoors for many applications — from a city
terrace to wider countryside; from the relaxed coastal spirit of waterfront
resorts and homes to the kind of broad selection that occurs in fine and
older houses with many outdoor spaces that need to be visually connected,” says Thomas O’Brien.
The designs come from two antique inspirations — one metal, and one
wicker. The metal has a vintage European sense to it; the wicker is an
American classic. Every piece is characterized by unique details and
variations, and they can all mix in modern ways.

AE-D41-12 Augustine Lounge Chair
Suggested retail Gr.24 $2985

“We are thrilled to debut Thomas O’Brien Outdoor for Century,” says
Haynes King, Director of Century Outdoor. “His aesthetic and point of
view on home is so refreshing and seeing it applied to exterior spaces
will elevate and enhance our outdoor offering.”
The collection represents over forty-two pieces of outdoor furniture in
two materials. There are wicker pieces which are a powder coated aluminum frame wrapped with a Hularo® synthetic rattan. These items are
available both in a Chalk White and Natural finish. There are also metal
pieces which are hand crafted in extruded powder coated aluminum finished in Litchfield Green.
These designs for Century will launch at the October 2017 High Point
International Home Furnishings Market and be available through authorized Century Furniture stores, showrooms, and designers worldwide.

###
AE-D40-52, Mainland Dining Arm
Chair Gr.18 Suggested Retail $2040
CENTURY FURNITURE, LLC, based in Hickory, NC, is one of the world's largest privately owned manufacturers of high-end residential furniture. Founded
in 1947 by Harley F. Shuford, Sr., Century is now in the third generation of family ownership and operation and remains committed to their founder’s ideal, to
create furniture of such impeccable quality that it brings joy not only to the people who own it, but also to the craftspeople who build it.
Century is recognized in the industry as a design leader, ranked in the forefront for its expertise in finishing and the many details of fine craftsmanship. Its broad
line of wood and upholstered furniture consists of bedroom, dining and occasional collections in traditional, transitional and contemporary styling. In addition,
Century offers a full line of outdoor collections.
Century is certified as an EFEC company. The corporate office and each of its manufacturing facilities have been EFEC certified since 2010. In addition, Century Furniture was recognized as a Sustainable by Design company in October 2010. Both EFEC and Sustainable by Design are audited and continuous improvement recognitions, which mean the Century team is continually working towards higher and improved environmental standards.
Today Century’s family consists of over 900 associates with a management team conditioned for growth. Continually investing in product design, customer
service, technology, and its people, Century Furniture is meeting the challenges of today while planning for the opportunities of the future.

For instructions on how to download high resolution images of the furniture in this release please contact Jillian Fagan,
Marketing Coordinator (828) 328-1851 or jfagan@centuryfurniture.com.

